CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the summary of conclusions and suggestion dealing with the research finding of the research. The conclusions come from the finding have been discussed this chapter before. Based on these conclusions, there are some suggestions that are expectation that aims to interactions between gestures in certain condition.

5.1 Conclusion

In this part is describe about the conclusion of this research, but before it the researcher wants to show some the results of other researcher. The first research is talking about Teacher's gesture in the classroom. The result of this research is about all gestures were used mostly in certain situation to initiate the interaction classroom and the meaningful is gesture were use mostly lexical explanation purpose.

On the other hand, the second research is describe about producing semantic and gesture in language. The result of this research is about the link between gesture and action which claim that the representation of semantic features in iconic gestures.

Besides, the third research is discuss about the meaning of conceptual integration in gesture analysis and transcription the word. The result of this research is introduce of gesture means to other people used to transcription as a conclusion from conceptual integration.
The next research is about relation between gesture and communicative of the speaker. The result of the research is speakers who produced iconic gestures representing spatial relations omitted more required spatial information from their descriptions than speakers who did not gesture.

After that, Fifth research is talking about imitation of human's expression and gesture. The result of this research is about interactions and the movements tested were not generally produced in uncreate, unumbigously fashion and not to surprisingly.

Meanwhile, this study is entitled "Gesture of Ustadz Maulana during his religious speech on "Islam Itu Indah" at Trans TV channel". This is discuss about gesture of Ustadz Maulana when he speaks in front of audiences. The result of this research is about corelation between semantic and gestures to communication clearly. Besides, using gestures can makes speaker fell confident more than speaker not using gesture.
5.2 Suggestion

1. For the next researcher

The researcher hope, this thesis can be guide to the next researcher to do research with same theory or subject. And the researcher suggest to the next researcher to make analysis more detail about gesture as non verbal communication.

2. For the reader

The researcher hope, this research can help the reader to add knowledge about corelation gesture and semantic. Gesture is very important to communication with other people in society. So, the researcher hope this research can give many benefits for all of people. On the other hand, the researcher hope the reader to give comment this research. because, this research is far all perfect.